
 

Sunday we started out meeting a firewood terminal 3 afterwards so that picture we have against 

Terminal 2 in the offer applies so it went quietly to get through security there were no problems that 

we all come now when we landed in Rome should we wait for a moment on our bag to find the bus 

but it went two hours before the bus it appeared so we had two cozy hours outside the front of the 

airport after we wait to jump on the bus then there were three hours during the bus ride where we 

ended up sitting and talking and sweet on the phone when someone got to sleep it was also very 

cozy i would then come to advise that we are down at the bus station when we had to walk for 10 to 

15 minutes so we ended up finding the hotel and then there went a little 20 minutes before we had 

got room in the hotel and then we were out and see how the city it was also looking forward to see 

how our teaching came to give 

 

 

Monday we get up at 7am to get breakfast why do we coin early in the school who won so little 

earlier it was not in relation to what we got used to at home from Denmark because we the second is 

first meeting 10:30 instead of because 9:30 am when we come we got a round trip is Madeleine who 

was the inspector or principal of the university we were at and saw a white with in a classroom 

where they could show about ice to see the understanding of how they see how in knitting strength 

is made after we had received the information we are more for tastings and then we should have a 

briefing when we had to note this week about the different pasta dishes and such something found 

out they were in the italian after we got them finished be told about the different things inside of 

taking the bus home soon most people are badly returning to the hotel to throw things and 

afterwards into the city and see what else it has been trying to find out where things are lying to her 

 

 

Tuesday when we were told yesterday that we first had to meet 10:30 before we all sleep long we 

will wait to sleep at 8 o'clock. 9 pieces afternoon in school where we ended up with stud with pasta 

dishes ways you used pasta around Italy which some different kinds of pasta and the bell it just 

disappeared right now so fast it had become one we must not but I got free so we ended up taking 

the bus there at 2 o'clock to return home with Hotel we with to jump out into the city and also see a 

little more about looking at which places we were going to eat later during the week or what we 

were feeling and it was smashed quickly evening how many employees at eating at home 

 

 

Wednesday you know if it is 9 o'clock we must sing with breakfast we were not particularly happy 

because breakfast came out of a small yogurt and some fruit coffee and tea and a small biscuit 

waiting to jump with the bus at 10am being out at school 10:30 dressed and ready for teaching we 



ended up learning more about different ways we used to watch so i got some kind of dishes we one 

with all the different regions is italy what time has disappeared Frederiksberg so soon again the 

internet became the clock was 1 where we ended up getting something okay good lunch and then 

have to bus home again at 2am and then we are again more to be trained at the hotel and afterwards 

out and look around the city how many times have you found ice cream there in the evening 

because it was a hell of a good ice much better than what we at home 

 

 

Thursday when we got more about fresh pasta and in the relationship still have to make the different 

pasta dishes her and we ended up learning about dishes from the middle of Italy and down to the 

south of italy we review Friday at 1am again and got some lunch and a lot of dirt home again It is 2 

o'clock we were then afterwards one out in the hotel where there was someone going out and giving 

around the city and got something ice cream already around because we did not always know we 

should do with all the free time we had 

We were also in Umbria where there was a festival going on as we were to see if our specialty 

exciting there has been a whole lot in the city where the excitement continued to rise until they had 

to pick up their Rees up and running. should have a big heavy seemingly light things out of wood 

that weigh a whole lot as they then had to run through the city with where they looked up at the top 

of the mountain on the target it was taking in almost 40 minutes from the center of the city up to the 

top so that has happened today It is something down in the city since the people who have gone 

more shaved so we ended up taking home at 8am where there was 45 minutes driving 

 

 

 

Friday we all ended up getting up It's 9 o'clock informing them at the station at 10 o'clock we have 

the bus to school where we learn the last in pasta a weekend we are all looking forward to having a 

weekend where we do not Had something so we ended up finding a restaurant or were around 

town when we came back 

 

During the weekend, not much happened to me at least, mostly because I was a man who was right 

in front of him who just needed a little bit but otherwise it smashed cozy 

 

 

Monday when I met up there again at 10:30 in the school and where we sailed I had to have pizza 1. 

The day before we talk about the corn and how to make a good pizza dough or the classic pizza 

dough and some technique on how there in the export roll pizza dough out with your hands and then 

we can eat our own pizza and if i no longer so again and then home there at 2 o'clock that again we 



had nothing if i do so just waiting to go around the city To do nothing found something to eat or 

something to eat at home in the hotel and got a lot of cozy out of the evening 

 

 

Tuesday when I learned that my other kind of step you must have a square pizza where there was a 

little more no but it was so little with bottom that more oil is used in this way become a little more 

thicker there slightly airier but it was square instead of the classic round shape such a square you get 

more on the lunch box the other we take care of to make them also go to something we know of 

home at 2 o'clock to make the things we just want where is there So, not really done anything 

ananda funny jokes made 

 

 

Wednesday one more to learn about a new dough where we have been looking forward to 

something in pita bread but so it was just a pizza bottom which we ended up having to go to 

fullness in i can't remember what he called it but it was very normal being able to find around in 

perugia dementia having eaten a whole day also gives very good It was more what we recycle 

sandwiches but good it was but then one got one more for the home that is 2 o'clock with the bus 

one can well at home with what we just want to go again It pleases me very easy and coziness 

talked about getting to know the others a little better 

 

 

Thursday when we met at school we should have age we were allowed to make the dough ourselves 

so we had to make sure that all the ingredients and in relation to the order you had to stop where we 

ended up doing something other than pizza summers Margot it just healed but as he keeps getting 

free again It is 1 o'clock and we had eaten some of the pizza we had made and home to 2 o'clock 

how many are so eating because it was an almost also last night because we had to go home on 

Saturday so it ended up having something to touch fun desist 

 
 

Friday wait with stop for the same time as we had done the last 14 days why show her with meeting 

at school and wait to make some more pizza now if we had to make you again and after we finished 

making pizza you want a diploma ceremony compared to having passed our little trip the fresh 

school edad so we had a lot of fun with from the one to pronounce our name is because we have a 

little extra on letters in our alphabet so we no longer take up from there at 3 time so should we had 

fun at the hotel buy the things we just had to bring home I ended up buying 6 liters of oil with home 

It was when we got the day to go and get packed a little together for Saturday morning where we 

had to go 



Saturday the day of return we and most at 7 o'clock but I will probably get up at 6 o'clock because I 

just had to go in before we had to leave but we were all there at 7 o'clock because we had something 

at the bus station at 8 o'clock where we were going with the bus back to Rome's airport so we could 

take the plane to Denmark there were not especially any problems during a bus trip most of the 

people just sleep just relax because we didn't have to reach so much when we got to the airport it 

was quicker to check there was nothing special had bought some of the last things in before we had 

to board the plane waiting for countries in Copenhagen to be really tired and just want home so we 

were actually pretty good life found out to float and we did not take anyone who had lost anything 

on the way that i had been gifts super happy for the whole trip i would definitely recommend it to 

others 
 


